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North Lanarkshire Council 

Report 

Audit and Scrutiny Panel 

☐ for approval  ☒ for noting Ref: KA/ASP/2019  Date: 27/06/2019 

Risk management update including development of 
the corporate risk register 2019-20 

From:  Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager 

Email:  adamsonk@northlan.gov.uk Telephone: 01698 302188 

 

Executive Summary 

The purpose of this report is to update Panel members on risk management developments 
in the period including the process currently underway to ensure that the Council’s 
corporate risk register is refreshed and updated for 2019-20 in line with good practice and 
reflects recent significant changes in the Council’s internal and external environments. 

This report highlights the work undertaken to date, outlines key changes to the corporate 
risk register, and the rationale for such changes, recently approved by the Corporate 
Management Team and outlines outstanding work which will be completed shortly to 
enable future summaries of the corporate risks to be prepared to facilitate oversight and 
scrutiny during the year by CMT and the Audit and Scrutiny Panel. 

 

Recommendations 

The Panel is invited to: 

(1) Note the proposed changes outlined in this report to the Corporate Risk Register 
(at Appendix 1), 

(2) Note that work is currently being progressed by risk management staff working 
with senior management leads to further develop and document the risks 
described; 

(3) Note that future reports to the Panel will incorporate the fully revised corporate 
risk register; and 

(4) Otherwise note the contents of this report.  

 

Links 

The Plan for North Lanarkshire:  

Priority:   All priorities 

Ambition statement All ambition statements 
  

mailto:adamsonk@northlan.gov.uk
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1. Background 

1.1 The Council’s Risk Management Strategy, in line with good practice, requires that 
the corporate risk register is refreshed on an annual basis; led by the Risk 
Management Corporate Working Group (RMCWG) on behalf of, and in 
consultation with, the Corporate Management Team.  In addition, each Service 
is required to maintain its own risk register in respect of the operational service 
risks within their areas of responsibility. 

1.2 The annual review/refresh exercise has recently been undertaken.  This has 
involved external benchmarking (by reviewing corporate risk registers of other 
councils and public bodies), discussion with the RMCWG, consideration of 
individual Service risk registers and an extended risk management workshop with 
members of the Extended Corporate Management Team.  The entire process 
has also been informed by, and considered against, the Council’s new strategic-
level plan (‘The Plan for North Lanarkshire’) and the associated Programme of 
Work. 

1.3 The results of that process and a proposed list of key corporate risks was then 
further discussed by the Council’s Corporate Management Team (CMT) to 
identify and agree those risks that will form the basis of a corporate risk register 
which will be subject to periodic oversight and scrutiny during the year by the 
CMT and the Audit and Scrutiny Panel. 

 

2. Report 

2.1 The following section highlights the agreed key changes from last year’s corporate 
risk register (CRR) and is broken down as follows: 

 Current risks remaining unchanged from previous CRR (see Appendix 1); 

 Risks remaining but with a changed focus or being merged (Table 1 below); 

 Risks being removed from the CRR and de-escalated to Services (Table 2 
below); 

 Risks being removed as ‘closed’ and/or no longer relevant (Table 3 below); 

 Proposed new risks (Table 4 below); 

Table 1: Risks remaining but with a change of focus and/or being merged 

Area of risk  Rationale for re-focus and/or merge 

S1: Managing Strategic 
Change 

Previously titled “Inability to Manage Strategic Change”.  
The Council has set out an ambitious and challenging 
change agenda, which makes for an inherently complex 
environment with increased risk.  This risk is being 
refocused to ensure it captures relevant aspects which, if 
not well co-ordinated and effectively managed across the 
organisation, could impact the ability to effectively deliver 
key strategic objectives of The Plan, and/or benefits not 
being realised. The risk will incorporate challenges around 
managing the cumulative impacts of a challenging and 
ambitious change agenda at strategic level. 

O2: Engagement and 
consultation with 
communities, partners 
and stakeholders on the 
shaping and delivery of 
services. 

Previously O2: Community 
Partnership Planning and 
aspects of  

O8: Lack of effective 
Communications 

High level aspects from the previous two risks will be 
combined, and the scope widened to create better focus on 
how effectively the Council engages with the public, 
shaping what the Council does and how it does it, and in 
doing so whether it meets the principles behind and the 
legislative obligations laid down in the 2015 Act. 

The more operational aspects from each previous risk will 
be reflected within relevant Services registers.  
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L9: Environmental 
Sustainability 

 

Previously Carbon 
Management 

Previously titled “Carbon Management”, this risk will be 
refocused and widened in scope, including, but going beyond 
legislative compliance, to capture wider climate change, 
adaptability and sustainability aspects in line with relevant 
Council policies and strategies and including the recently 
updated Climate & Energy Management Plan. 

Agreed that the risk lead role be reassigned to the Executive 
Director of Enterprise & Communities, to recognise the 
expanded scope of this risk. 

S3: Roles and 
Relationships  

merges with 

S7: Best Value 

It is proposed to merge these risks, creating a new refocused 
risk around “Governance, Leadership and Decision Making”.  
Effective governance and leadership is key to providing clarity 
in setting strategy, understanding roles and responsibilities, 
and the ability to agree and deliver on the shared ambition for 
North Lanarkshire.  It is central in ensuring good Corporate 
Governance, effective scrutiny and delivery of our statutory 
obligation of Best Value.  

Recommend that the risk be reassigned to the Chief Executive 
in recognition of the wider nature of the risk. 

F2: Financial – 
Planning & Resources 

Retitled to “Financial Sustainability” 

2.2 The Risk Management Team is currently working with senior management to 
finalise wording and relevant deep dive documentation in relation to the above 
risks. 

Table 2: Risks being removed from the CRR and de-escalated to Services 

Area of risk  Rationale for de-escalation 

O3: ALEOs Risk With a residual risk score of 6-LOW, and following significant 
progress around the ALEO’s review programme, it is considered that 
this risk is currently well managed and no longer requires corporate 
oversight at CMT level.  CMT has agreed that this risk be de-
escalated to be monitored by the Head of Business Solutions within 
the Chief Executive’s Office Service risk register. 

O6: Lack of 
Effective 
Corporate Risk 
Management 

Despite a residual risk rating of 16-HIGH, this risk is being de-
escalated, recognising that much of the activity required to reduce 
this risk will be implemented gradually over a period of time.  De-
escalation of this risk will create space for other oncoming risks to the 
corporate register, but with assurance that it will be monitored by the 
RMCWG and reported back to CMT if the score increases or does 
not continue to reduce as anticipated. 

F3: Finance: 
Capital & 
Revenue Grant 
Funded 
Programmes 

With a residual risk rating of 6-LOW, this risk no longer requires 
oversight at CMT level, and is being de-escalated to be monitored 
within Enterprise & Communities Service risk register by the Head of 
Planning & Regeneration.  City Deal as a key area of economic 
regeneration activity will be reflected within the new wider Economic 
Regeneration risk. 

F1: Financial - 
Policies and 
Controls 

 

With a residual risk rating of 4-LOW, this risk is well managed, with 
significant assurance obtained around the controls in place to 
manage this risk across the Council.  It has therefore been agreed 
for de-escalation to the Head of Financial Solutions to monitor at 
Service level, with assurance that it will be reported back to CMT if 
the residual risk score increases. 

L12: Historical 
Child Abuse – 
Scottish Child 
Abuse Inquiry 

Residual risk score of 6-LOW, this risk is currently well managed and 
does not require corporate oversight at CMT level at this time.  CMT 
have agreed that this risk be de-escalated to be monitored at Service 
level. 
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2.3 The above risks will be reported back to CMT if the residual risk rating suggests 
that the risk exposure is increasing and/or not continuing to reduce as expected. 

Table 3: Risks being removed as closed and/or no longer relevant 

Area of risk Rationale for closure 

S7: Best Value A time-bound risk in respect of the recently completed Best Value 
Audit, it has been agreed for closure with key aspects to be 
reflected within the newly re-focused risk around “Governance, 
Leadership and Decision Making”.  Potential impacts on the 
Council’s ability to achieve and/or demonstrate Best Value will also 
be reflected in other risks as appropriate. 

L10: Welfare 
Reform 

Agreed for closure to make way for a new “Tackling Poverty” risk 
(para 2.4), wider in scope and reflecting the impacts of Welfare 
Reform on the wider Poverty agenda. 

2.4 The Risk Management Team will work with relevant senior management to finalise 
wording and relevant deep dive documentation in relation to the above risks. 

Table 4: Agreed new risks 

Area of risk and 
proposed CMT 
lead 

Risk context and rationale for inclusion in CRR 

Economic 
Regeneration 

Chief Executive 

A high level risk that will pull together some of the various key 
regeneration activities being progressed as part of the Programme 
of Work.  The risk will reflect on the importance of inclusive growth 
to the achievement of many of the Council’s wider strategic 
objectives and focus on the potential challenges to the delivery of 
outcomes and benefits from wider regeneration activities with a 
particular focus on the implementation of the Economic 
Regeneration Development Plan. 

Enterprise 
Contract 

Head of Asset and 
Procurement 
Solutions 

A high level risk that will capture some of the challenges around the 
development and delivery of what may potentially be a large scale, 
ambitious and innovative new procurement with significant inherent 
risks and complexities, which if not effectively delivered to time and 
budget and/or which does not deliver expected benefits, could 
impact significantly on the Council’s ability to achieve some of its 
key ambitions. 

Tackling Poverty 

Head of 
Communities 

The previous related corporate risk “Welfare Reform” is agreed for 
closure.  The proposed new “Tackling Poverty” risk will be wider in 
scope and capture the risks to the achievement of the Council’s 
wider ambitions around tackling poverty, including mitigating the 
impacts on local communities of welfare reform. 

1140 Hours 

Head of Education 
and Families 

A risk that will focus on this significant programme.  The planned 
expansion of early years creates a significant number of challenges 
for the Council in areas such as finance, workforce, infrastructure 
and independent provision, which given the relatively short 
timescales and fixed implementation dates, could potentially impact 
on the Council’s ability to meet this high-profile national policy 
objective. 

Asset 
Management  

Head of Asset and 
Procurement 
Solutions 

Having the right asset base will be crucial for delivery of many of 
the individual Programmes of Work and the Council’s wider 
ambitions.  This risk will focus on asset use, condition, suitability, 
availability and reliability and reflect ambitions in respect of the 
development and implementation of the Integrated Community 
Hub/Campus model. 
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2.5 The Risk Management Team are currently working with relevant senior 
management to develop deep dive documentation in relation to all relevant risks 
and the revised CRR will form the basis of the next quarterly update to CMT and 
the Audit and Scrutiny Panel. 

Other developments 

2.6 The Risk Management Team continue to progress implementation of the Figtree 
risk management system.  The system went live for Corporate, Enterprise and 
Housing and Infrastructure risks on 10 June.  Work is continuing within Chief 
Executive’s and Education and Families (including Adult Social Work Services) to 
prepare risk registers for migration onto the new system.  It is expected that this 
migration will be completed by the end of August. 

2.7 Ongoing work is underway to ensure that the information within Figtree is properly 
aligned to the current organisational structure and that risks are properly mapped 
to the correct Services and teams and that individual risk and action owners are 
up-to-date. 

2.8 Significant attention has, and continues to be, given to ensuring that all relevant 
staff are equipped with the correct tools and knowledge with additional training 
events planned both on the use of the Figtree system but, where appropriate, on 
risk management more generally.  The RMCWG will continue to ensure that 
training needs are periodically assessed and that any gaps are responded to in a 
timely manner. 

2.9 The corporate risk management team also continues to engage with, and support, 
a number of additional workstreams to ensure that risk management is embedded 
within other key corporate processes including project management, procurement 
and wider business planning processes.  The team continues also to support risk 
management activity within a number of individual key corporate projects. 

 
 

3 Equality and diversity 

Fairer Scotland Duty  
There is no requirement to carry out a Fairer Scotland assessment in this instance. 

Equality Impact Assessment 
There is no requirement to carry out an equality impact assessment in this instance. 

 

4. Implications 

Financial impact None identified 

HR/Policy/Legislative 
Impact 

None identified 

Environmental Impact None identified 

Risk impact Effective CMT oversight of key corporate risks will enable 
CMT and Services to more effectively manage their risks 
and to embed and evidence good risk management 
practice, increasing the likelihood of the Council 
achieving its ambitions and plans by minimising or 
mitigating potential threats to planned outcomes. 
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5. Measures of success 

5.1 The Risk Management Team will continue to report quarterly to CMT and the Audit 
and Scrutiny Panel providing an overview of the management of the Council’s key 
corporate risks, and updating on progress in respect of planned improvements to 
the Council’s Risk Management arrangements. 

5.2 The adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s risk management arrangements 
will be independently reviewed regularly by Internal Audit who will report directly 
on the results of that work to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel. 

5.3 Effective risk management arrangements assist the Council in achieving planned 
outcomes and/or help the Council mitigate the impacts of adverse events. 

 

6. Supporting Documents 

Appendix 1 Draft outline Corporate Risk Register summary 2019-20 

 

 

 
Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager 
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Appendix 1 Draft outline corporate risk register 2019-20 

ID 2018/19 RISK TITLE CMT RECOMMENDATION PROPOSED 2019/20 RISK TITLE 

L6 
Information Security and Information 

Governance 
Retain from 2018/19 Information Security and Information Governance 

L8 Public Protection Retain from 2018/19 Public Protection 

new Brexit Retain from 2018/19 Brexit 

IT1 ICT Operational Capability Retain from 2018/19 ICT Operational Capability 

F2 Financial Planning & Resources Retain from 2018/19 - Retitle Financial Sustainability 

O2 Community Partnership Planning Refocus existing risk 
Engagement and consultation with communities, partners 
and stakeholders on the shaping and delivery of services 

O9 Terrorism Retain from 2018/19 Terrorism 

O4 Business Continuity Planning Retain from 2018/19 Business Continuity Planning 

L3 Health & Safety Retain from 2018/19 Health & Safety 

S1 Inability to Manage Strategic Change Refocus existing risk Managing Strategic Change 

H1 Human Resources Retain from 2018/19 Human Resources 

S2 Technology Strategy 
Retain from 2018/19 but align 

with Digital NL 
Digital & IT Strategy  

O1 Procurement Risk Retain from 2018/19 Procurement Risk 

S3 Roles & Relationships Refocus existing risk  Governance, Leadership and Decision Making 

O7 Serious Organised Crime & Corruption Retain from 2018/19 Serious Organised Crime & Corruption 

L9 Carbon Management Refocus existing  risk Environmental Sustainability 

L4 Resilience Planning Retain from 2018/19 Resilience Planning 

S4 Health & Social Care Integration 
Retain from 2018/19 and refocus 

following review of integration 
Health & Social Care Integration 
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Appendix 1 (continued) Draft outline corporate risk register 2019-20 
 

ID 2018/19 RISK TITLE CMT RECOMMENDATION PROPOSED 2019/20 RISK TITLE 

 New risk New risk 
Implementation of the Economic Regeneration 
Development Plan (ERDP) 

 New risk  New risk  Enterprise Contract 

 New risk New risk Tackling Poverty 

 New risk New risk 1140 Hours 

 New risk New risk Asset Management 

O6 Lack of effective Corporate Risk Management De-escalate to service No longer on corporate risk register 

O8 Lack of effective communications De-escalate to service No longer on corporate risk register 

O3 ALEO Risk De-escalate to service No longer on corporate risk register 

F3 
Finance: Capital & Revenue Grant Funded 

Programmes 
De-escalate to service No longer on corporate risk register 

L12 
Historical Child Abuse including Scottish Child 

Abuse Enquiry 
De-escalate to service No longer on corporate risk register 

F1 Financial – Policies & Controls De-escalate to service No longer on corporate risk register 

L10 Welfare Reform Close 
No longer on corporate risk register but incorporated 
within the Tackling Poverty risk above. 

L7 Best Value Close No longer on corporate risk register 

 


